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ABSTRACT 
We exhibit some classes of baric algebras over a field for which the Krull-Schmidt 
theorem, proved in the previous paper “Indecomposable baric algebras,” is valid. We 
prove also that the commutative duplicate of an indecomposable commutative baric 
algebra A such that A s = A is indecomposable. Two more examples of indecompos- 
able baric algebras, relevant in genetics, are given: linked and independent loci. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We have introduced in [l] the concept of indecomposability for baric 
algebras having an idempotent of weight 1. The main result is a Krull-Schmidt 
theorem, which ensures the existence and uniqueness of a decomposition of a 
baric algebra, satisfying the ascending and descending conditions for ideals 
contained in the kernel of the weight function, as a join of indecomposable 
ones. We have also studied in [l, Section 31 some questions involving the 
concept of indecomposability. In this paper we continue to investigate this 
concept; the reader will find in [l] all the definitions and results concern- 
ing indecomposability, and in [7] general results concerning genetic algebra 
theory. All baric algebras in this paper are assumed to have an idempotent of 
weight 1 and are not necessarily commutative. Finite dimensionality is not 
assumed a priori. 
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2. ON THE DUPLICATION 
We have shown 11, Section 3.C] that the commutative duplicate of 
a commutative indecomposable baric algebra may fail to be indecompos- 
able. We give now a sufficient condition to ensure that this duplicate is still 
indecomposable. 
Let (A, o) be a commutative baric algebra, e E A an idempotent of 
weight 1, o’ the restriction of w to A’, D(A) its commutative duplicate and 
I/J : D(A) + A2 the homomorphism given by $(x * y) = xy. Then D(A) is 
baric with the weight function Ok = w’ 0 Q!J. 
LEMMA. With the above notation, we have: 
(a) ker w’ is the ideal of A2 generated by the products xa where x E A 
and a E ker w, that is, ker w’ = A(ker w); 
(b) ker wd is the ideal of D(A) g enerated by the elements x * a with 
r~Aanda~kerw,thatis,ker~~=A*kero. 
Proof. (a): Every element of A can be decomposed in the form eye + 
a, where (Y E F and w(a) = 0. So every element x E A2 has the form Ci 
(qe + ai)(Pie + bi) = (Xi q &>e + Ci (aibi + aiebi + Pieaj) where 
q, pi E F, a,, bj E ker w. If we suppose x E ker w’, then w’(x) = w(x) = 
0, so that x = Ci [(cqe + i a,)b, + (Pie + i bi)ail E A(ker w), and ker w’ 
G A(ker w). The converse inclusion is trivial. 
(b): The proof is similar to that of (a). n 
THEOREM 1. For any commutative indecomposable baric algebra (A, w) 
such that A2 = A, the commutative duplicate (D(A), wd) is indecomposable. 
Proof. Let Z and J b e i e d al s of D(A), both contained in ker wd, such 
that ker w, = I @ J. As A2 = A, the homomorphism I,!J : D(A) + A is an 
epimorphism, so $(I) and I/J(J) are also ideals of A, both contained in 
ker w, and their intersection is 0. In fact, if x E G(Z) n q(J), then x = 
& aibi = I+!&, a, * bi) = Cj cjdj = $<Ej cj * d,), with Ci ai * bi E Z and 
Cj cj * dj E 1. We have 
so x * x = 0 and x = 0 follows. By our Lemma, ker w = ker w’ = $(I) @ 
$(J). As (A, ) w 1s indecomposable, we must have J/(Z) = 0 and $(J) = 
ker w, for instance. From this it will follow that I = 0. In fact, by part (b) of 
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the Lemma, if x E I, then x = Ci xi * ai, where xi E A and a, E ker w. As 
$(J> = ker w, then a, = Cj bijcij = $(C, bij * cij) where x1 b,, * cij E J. 
But A” = A implies that each xi = Ck dikfrk, d,,, hk E A. Then 
= C(Fdik*Jk)(Ebij*cij) =ZnJ=O, 
i i 
so x = 0 and Z = 0. n 
We have seen that all gametic algebras for polyploidy G(n + 1,277~) are 
indecomposable for m > 2; see [l, Section 3, Theorem 31. Moreover, they all 
satisfy the condition A ’ = A. As a consequence, 
COROLLARY. All zygotic algebras Z(n -t 1,2m) are indecomposable for 
m > 2. 
3. SOME CLOSED CLASSES 
The proof of the Krull-Schmidt th eorem given in [l] applies equally well 
to every subclass s2’ of 1R having the following closure property: (A, V 
A,, w, v wn> E a' if and only if both (A,, wl) and (A,, w2) belong to s/‘. 
We call such subclasses closed. We will show in the sequel that the most 
important classes of genetic algebras are closed. 
Recall some notation from [l]. If (A,, wl) and (A,, we) are in 0, let 
ei E Ai be idempotents of weight 1, e = ei V e2, A: = Fe CB ker oi, WI = 
(w, V wz)lA:. Then (A\, WI) is a subalgebra of (A, V A,, w1 V w,), isomor- 
phic to ( Ai, wi). From now on we shall identify (Ai, wi) and (A\, wi>. The 
three canonical projections vi : A, V A, + Ai, where A,, = Fe, given by 
cp,(ae + 1c + 0) = cze, cp,(cxe + u + w) = ffe + 24, cp,(cye + u + 0) = (Ye 
+ o, are baric epimoIphisms, and - (pO + vi + (p2 is the identity mapping. 
THEOREM 2. Given a train polynomial p(x) = X” + y,w(x)x”-’ + 
-** +y,P,w(x)“-lx, where ~~,...,‘y,_~ E Fsatisfy 1 + yI + -*a ++Y,_~ = 
0, the class of all tight train algebras satisfying p(x) = 0 and having a 
nonzero idempotent is closed. 
Proof. We recall that (A, w) is right principal train if for all a E A, the 
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identity 
p(u) = an + yp(u)a”- + *** +y,_,w(u)“-‘a = 0 (1) 
holds, where the powers ui are given by ui = a and a’+’ = uiu for i > 1. 
Suppose that both (A,, 0~1 and (A,, wz> satisfy (1). Take a E A, V A,, 
u = exe + u + u, so that ui = oie + [some element in ker(w, V o,)]. Then 
= (1 + yi + ... +Yn_i)cr’“e = 0. 
This implies that p(u) = (- 40~ + ‘pi + cpz)( p(u)> = cpi( p(u)) + (p2( p(u)) 
= p(qi(u)) + p( ~~(a)> = 0. It is clear that every baric subalgebra of any 
algebra satisfying (I) also satisfies this identity. n 
COROLLARY. Z'f A, (A,) satisfies the train polynomial p, (p2), then 
A, V A, satisfies the train polynomial p, the least common multiple of p, 
and p,. 
We remark that a similar result holds for left principal train algebras. 
A baric algebra (A, w) is Bernstein of order n if it is commutative and 
satisfies the identity x[“+~] = w(x)2”xt”+‘] for all x. Here xtnl denotes 
plenary powers, defined by x [iI = x and xtk+ll = xtkIxtkl for k > 1. See, for 
instance, [5] for recent developments in this subject. In an entirely similar 
way, we can prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. For every n z 1, the class of all Bernstein algebras of 
order n over a field F is closed. 
Proof. We observe here that all these algebras have idempotents of 
weight I (see [5, Lemma 111) and use the same argument of Theorem 2, 
based on the three projections poo, vi, and (pa. n 
Suppose f = f(xl,. . . , x,,) is a nonassociative polynomial over the field F, 
and consider the variety defined by f, that is, the class of all F-algebras A 
satisfying f<ul, . . . , a,) = 0, all ui E A. See [s] for a detailed study of 
varieties. 
THEOREM 4. The subclass of the variety defined by f, consisting of those 
algebras which are baric and have an idempotent of weight 1, is closed. 
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Proof. We observe that the join A, V A, is isomorphic to the subalge- 
bra of A, x A, consisting of all pairs (a,, a,> such that wi(ar) = wz(az>. AS 
A, X A, clearly satisfies f, the same holds for A, V A,. n 
It is obvious that the intersection of closed classes is also closed, and this 
implies, in the light of Theorem 4, that, for every variety of F-algebras, the 
subclass consisting of those algebras which are baric and have an idempotent 
of weight 1 is closed. 
A finite dimensional commutative baric algebra (A, w) is genetic over F, 
in Gonshor’s sense, if there exists a (canonical) basis {a,, a,, . . . , a,) of A 
such that, if a,uj = Ck yijkuk for i, j = 0, 1, . . . , n, then yooO = 1, yojk = 
0 for k < j, and yijk = 0 for 0 < i, j and k < max{i, j}. See [7] for more 
information. Recall that nonzero idempotents must have weight 1. It is also 
well known that we can take a, to be an idempotent of A, when they exist. 
THEOREM 5. The class of all genetic algebras over F, in Gonshor’s sense, 
which have a nonzero idempotent (necessarily of weight 1) is closed. 
Proof. Assume that (A,, wi) and (A,, w2) belong to this class. Let 
1% a,, * * * > a,} and Ib,,, b,, . . . , b,] be canonical bases of A, and A, respec- 
tively, where a, and b, are idempotents. If u,uj = C;t=, hijkuk and bi bj = 
CFxO YEikbk, then we have 
/iojk = 0 (k <j>> hijk=o (k<j, O<i<jGn); 
Yojk = 0 (k <j>, yijk=O (k<j, O<i<j<m). 
Define the elements ck of A, V A, by c,, = U, V b,, ck = uk (1 G k G n), 
and ck = b,_, (n + 1 < k < n 
easily prove that co” = c,, and 
+ m). If now cicj = C;‘r Sijkck, then we 
‘Ojk = 
i 
‘Ojk if l<j<nandO,<k<n, 
YO,jpn,k&n if n+l<j<n+mandn+l<k<n+m; 
Aijk if I<i<j<nandO<k<n, 
‘ijk = Yi-e,j-n,k&n if n+I<i,<j<n+mand 
n+l<k<n+m; 
and the other Sijk are zero. This means that {c,, ci, . . . , c,+J is a canonical 
basis of A, V A, over F. 
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Suppose conversely that (A, V A,, o1 V w2) has a canonical basis 
(. co> Cl>. . . > c,,+J over F with co” = co. Decompose each vector ck as follows: 
CO = a, v b,, ck = ak + b, (1 Q k < n + m), where a, E ker o1 and bj E 
ker w2, and where a, E A, and b, E A, are idempotents of weight 1. It is 
easily proved that the elements a,, . . . , u,,+~ generate ker wr, and from them 
we choose a basis {ut,, . . . , a, > as follows. Let ,I 
t n-l =maxj. {‘.l <jgn+mand{a,“, Us} is linearly independent} i 
t n-2 =maxg. { . . 1 Q j Q n + m and { atn, a,_, , uj} is linearly independent), 
and so on. If j E (1, . . . , n + m} but j E {tr, . . . , t,) and uj # 0, then Us is a 
linear combination of u,~, . . . , ata, where r=min{i:j<ti, l<i,<n}. By 
using the fact that {co, . . . , c, + ,) is a canonical basis of A, V A,, we easily 
prove that (a,, at,, . . . , atn} is a canonical basis of (A,, or). We proceed 
similarly to find a canonical basis of (A,, wz). n 
We remark that this theorem can be stated and proved for left or right 
Gonshor algebras; see [7, Chapter 51. 
For a given algebra A over F, let R, : A -+ A be right multiplication by 
a, that is, R,(x) = xa, x E A. A finite dimensional commutative baric algebra 
(A, w> is called genetic, in Schafer’s sense, if the characteristic polynomial of 
a polynomial transformation f(RzI, . . . , R,$) remains unchanged when the xi 
are replaced by yi, with w(xI) = w( y,), i = 1,. . . , s. Again from [7, Theo- 
rem 3.131, we see that if we extend a Schafer genetic algebra A to A,, where 
K is a suitable extension of F, then A, will have a canonical basis over K. 
Moreover, the identity (A, V A,), E (A,), V (A,), holds, as the reader 
can easily verify. From these considerations, we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. The class of genetic algebras in Schafer’s sense, having 
idempotents of weight 1, is closed. 
Furthermore we have 
THEOREM 7. The class of all special train algebras which have a nonzero 
idempotent is closed. 
The proof follows directly from the fact that the kernel of wr V o2 is the 
direct sum of ker wr and ker wa. The details are omitted here. See [7, 
Chapter 3, Section C] for basic results about special train algebras. 
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4. LINKED AND INDEPENDENT LOCI 
In this section, we study the gametic and zygotic algebras for k loci which 
are linked (they are all on the same chromosome) or independent (they 
belong to k different chromosomes). We suppose there are two alleles in 
each locus. 
In the first case, we rely entirely on a canonical basis for the gametic 
algebra, as it appears in [4]. The problem of linked loci is treated also in [2] 
and [S]. 
THEOREM 8. The gametic algebra for k linked loci is indecomposable, 
provided the scalars h(Z, K - I), as defined in [4], are nonzero for every 
nonempty subset Z of K = (1,. . . , k}. 
Proof. According to 141, this algebra has a canonical basis c( Z 1, where Z 
runs over the set of all subsets of K = (1,. . . , k) and the corresponding 
multiplication is c( Z )c(J> = A( I, j)c( Z U J ), where the scalars A(Z, J> are 
certain probabilities for the gametic output of a zygote (see [4, Section 21). 
The element c(0) is an idempotent of weight 1. The weight function is given 
by w(c(0)) = 1 and w(c(Z)) = 0 for Z # 0, so ker o is generated additively 
by all c(Z), Z # 0. We can decompose this ideal as N, @ *** @ Nk, where N, 
is the subspace generated by all c(Z) such that card Z = i. Because h(Z, J> = 
0 when Z n J # 0 (see again [41), we must have NiNj c Nj+j, 1 < i,j < k. 
Let now L be an ideal of N, L # 0. Each x E L has a direct sum 
decomposition x = xi + ... +xk where xi E Ni. Assume that x E L, x f 0, 
and x1 = ... = x,-i = 0, x, # 0. Choose a subset I, of K, with card I, = s, 
such that x, has a nonzero component a(Z,)c(Z,>, so that 
x = ~(Zo)C(Zo) + c a(Z)c(Z) + c a(J)c(l)* 
card z=i, I#Z,, card]>i+l 
Multiply 1c by c( K - I,), where K - I, is the complementary subset of I,, 
to get xc( K - I,) = (Y( Z,)A( I,, K - Z,)c( K), because the products of c(Z), 
where card Z = i but Z # I,, with c( K - I,) must vanish, as well as the 
products of c(Z) with c(K - I,,), where card I > i + 1. This means that 
(Y( I,) A(Z,, K - Z,)c( K) E L and so c(K) E L. This fact makes impossible a 
decomposition of ker w into a direct sum of two nontrivial ideals, and so this 
baric algebra is, a fortiori, indecomposable. n 
COROLLARY. The zygotic algebra for k linked loci, each with two alleles, 
is indecomposable. 
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Proof. Follows from our Theorem 1. W 
The gametic algebra which describes k independent loci, each with two 
alleles, is the tensor product of k copies of G(2,2); see [7, Chapter 6, Section 
B]. Let {c,, cl} be a canonical basis for G(2,2), so that c2 = ca, c,,ci = icl, 0 
cf = 0. Then E3’ G(2,2) has a canonical basis consisting of all monomials 
ci, 8 CiZ 8 ... 8 ci,, where 0 < ii < I for j = I,. . . , k, which we denote 
fromnowonby~,,wherea=(i~,..., ik) is a sequence of zeros and ones. 
The product c,c, I is zero when u and (T’ have at least a 1 in the same 
position. In the other cases, c,c,, = (l/2i)c,., where i is the number of l’s 
in (T plus the number of l’s in u ‘, and cr” is obtained from u and u’ by 
choosing the maximum element in each of the k positions. Denote by Vi the 
subspace of @ G(2,2) g enerated by all c, where u has exactly i 1’s. Then 
8’ G(2,2) = V,, @ V, @ .a. @ V,, dimV, = dimVkPi = 
Moreover, V, is generated by ca @ ... @ cc,, and V, by c1 8 ... @ c,. The 
weight function takes the value 1 on c0 8 -*a @ ca and 0 elsewhere, so its 
kernel is V, @ ... @ V,. 
THEOREM 9. The tensor product mk G(2,2) is an indecomposable train 
algebra satisfying the train equation x(x - 1)(x - a> **.(x - l/2k) = 0 for 
all elements of weight 1. 
Proof. For the proof of the indecomposability, it is enough to prove that 
every nonzero ideal of @’ G(2,2> contained in V, @ ... @ Vk must contain 
V,. Let J be one such ideal, r E J a nonzero element. Decompose x = xi 
+ **a +xk, xi E V,, and let s be such that xi = ... = x,-i = O but X, Z 0. 
Then X, is a linear combination of the monomials c, where u has exactly s 
1’s. We may also suppose that x, has a nonzero component in the direction 
of C” @ ca @ 1.. @ cg 8 c, 8 e.1 8 c, (= c~~,,,~~,~,..~) with s l’s, because 
every permutation of the indices induces an automorphism of gk G(2,2). So 
we have 
X, = (~c~~,,~,i~,.,i + (other elements in VS) + X,+i + *-- +xk, 
where (Y # 0. If we multiply X, by the “complementary” monomial 
Cl Q ~1. 8 ci 8 ca 8 .** @ ca (= c,, ,,.iO,,,J with s O’s, we get 
%Cll . ..lO...O = CyCll... II EJ”Vk 
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and hence cl1 1 I E J n V, which implies V, c J. In the product of x, with 
c11...10...0~ xs+l~***, xk are annihilated by cl1 ,,, 1o,..o by degree. The “other 
elements in V,” are also annihilated because there will be a 1 in the same 
position when we multiply each monomial by cn 1o,, o. 
The train equation x(x - 1)(x - i) .*.(x - l/zk) = 0 is obtained by a 
standard method, which we describe briefly. Take x E Bk G(2,2), w(x) = 1, 
so that x = coo,,.0 + x1 + .*a +x,, xi E Vi, i = 1,. . . , k. We observe at this 
point that c oo,, o xi = (1/2’)xi for all i, a direct consequence of the rules for 
multiplication of monomials. Then 
X2 = QQ...o fx, + (3~; + +x2) + otherelementsinV3,...Vk. 
From this, x2 - x = <CC; - i xz> + other elements in Vs, . . . , Vk. Now, 
x3 - x2 = x(x” - x> = %<xf - i x2) + other elements in V,, . . . , vk, and so 
(x3 - x2) - ;( x2 - x) = y3 + *.* +yk, yi~Vi, i=3 ,..., k. 
We repeat the same argument: 
[(x” --x2) - f(x” -x)1x = $y3 + otherelementsinV,,...,Vk, 
so 
or, symbolically, 
(x2 - x)(x - i)(x - +> E v, CB *** 633 v,. 
By repeated application of this method, we arrive at the above-mentioned 
train equation. n 
COROLLARY. The zygotic algebra for k independent loci with two alleles 
is indecomposable and satisfies the train equation x2(x - l)( x - f) ..' (x - 
l/zk) = 0 for the elements x such that w(x) = 1. 
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Proof The first assertion follows from our Theorem 1 (the algebra 
obviously satisfies A2 = A), and the second is a well-known result on 
commutative duplicates; see [7, Theorems 6.24 and 6.251. n 
We remark that the second statement of Theorem 9 is implicitly con- 
tained in the proof of [7, Theorem 6.111. 
We thank the referee for helpful criticism concerning the first version of 
this paper. 
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